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Abstract
The shift to digital educational resources provides new op-
portunities to advance psychology and education research,
in tandem with improving instruction using theory and data.
To realize this potential, this paper explores how random-
ized experiments can support mutually beneficial instructor-
researcher collaborations. We developed the Collaborative
Dynamic Experimentation (CDE) framework to address two
key tensions. To enable researchers to embed experiments
in online lessons while maintaining instructors’ editorial con-
trol, Collaborative experiment authoring is needed. To en-
able instructors to use data for rapid improvement while
maintaining statistically valid data for researchers, we apply
an interpretable machine learning algorithm for Dynamic
experimentation. We worked with an on-campus instructor
to implement a proof-of-concept CDE system to experiment
within their online calculus quizzes. The qualitative results
from this deployment provided insight into how the CDE
framework can facilitate alignment of research and practice.
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Introduction
Instructors are increasingly teaching with online resources,
from tutorial webpages in a Learning Management System
to quizzes in a Massive Open Online Course (MOOC). As
teaching shifts from physical spaces to digital environments,
there is a drastic reduction in the barriers to conducting
randomized experiments that answer scientific and practi-
cal questions. An instructor can’t try explain a concept one
way to half a class and a different way to the other half in
a single lecture, but software could be added to webpages
to systematically compare explanations to see which ones
students find most helpful, or to an email application to col-
lect data about how different expressions of encouragement
motivate students [12]. Increasing the ubiquity of exper-
imentation through online resources has the potential to
produce practical improvements, while advancing learning
research “in the wild.”

Unfortunately, there is a lack of tools for end-user exper-
imentation that meet the needs of instructors and learn-
ing researchers. Widely used Learning Management Sys-
tems (Blackboard, Canvas, Moodle) and MOOC platforms
(Coursera, NovoEd) do not provide instructor-facing tools
for experimentation, and the security and data privacy con-
siderations of educational platforms largely prevent the ad-
dition of custom code, creating a significant obstacle to em-
bedding tools for generic website experimentation like Op-
timizely and Google Content Experiments. Plugins are only
accepted through specific standards like Learning Tools In-
teroperability [10]. Fortunately, some platforms do provide
tools for experimentation — for example, as of August 2014
the MOOC platform edX provides a tool that lets course
staff experiment with content. However, an instructor can’t

recruit a researcher to author an experiment without giving
the researcher full staff access to all student data and the
ability to edit (or delete) the course. The K-12 math platform
ASSISTments provides a tool for learning researchers (and
instructors) to copy and experiment with versions of inter-
active math problems. But collaborative editing of shared
experiments is not possible [5].

The lack of support for collaborative design of experiments
is a tremendous missed opportunity. Many learning re-
searchers have extensive time and expertise available
for designing experiments and analyzing data, but need
to work with instructors to deploy studies in real classes.
Meanwhile, instructors have limited time to design addi-
tional versions of resources, and even less to surmount the
technical and methodological barriers to conducting experi-
ments.

We present an approach to collaborative experimentation
inspired by design-based research in education [1], which
encourages collaborations between a researcher and an in-
dividual teacher to ensure research is ecologically valid and
applicable within the actual contexts where learning occurs.
In the spirit of participatory design [15], the Open Learning
Initiative formed teams of instructors and cross-disciplinary
researchers to collaboratively design online courses, result-
ing in substantive learning gains for students [9]. A ten-year
NSF grant to the Pittsburgh Science of Learning Center en-
abled researchers building intelligent tutoring systems to
more easily form relationships with classroom teachers to
collect data [6]. Attempts to scale beyond individual groups
include the Carnegie Foundation’s use of improvement sci-
ence [2] to articulate a framework for Networked Improve-
ment Communities. These present organizational structures
and methods for making members aware of each other’s
interests and goals. For the thousands of instructors and



researchers who do not belong to such networks, tools for
experimentation could be especially important for realizing
the benefits of collaboration.

In this paper, we introduce a Collaborative Dynamic Experi-
mentation framework for facilitating smaller scale collabora-
tions between individual instructors and researchers. This
framework focuses on providing tools for instructors and
researchers to easily collaborate on designing and deploy-
ing experiments, while also dynamically assigning exper-
imental conditions to students. This dynamic assignment
draws on work in machine learning to favor more effective
conditions, providing immediate improvements to courses
from the ongoing research. We present CDEquiz, a proof-
of-concept system that instantiates this framework, and
describe a case study in which the system was used for co-
designing and deploying three experiments in a calculus
course. Qualitative comments from the instructor illustrate
the potential benefits of this approach.

Collaborative Dynamic Experimentation
We present a framework for Collaborative Dynamic Experi-
mentation. We define a Collaborative Dynamic Experiment
as having (1) Collaborative Design and Deployment of Ex-
periments, and (2) Dynamically Randomized Assignment.

Collaborative Design and Deployment of Experiments
means:

1. Iterative Authoring of the experimental conditions
(versions of a resource) through back-and-forth pro-
posal and reviewing/editing by researchers and in-
structors.

2. Direct Deployment and previewing of experimental
conditions in the resources students will receive.

3. Real-Time Outcome Variables for measuring exper-
imental impact are decided on before the experiment
launches, and data about these is made available as
soon as it is collected.

Dynamically Randomized Assignment aims to make ex-
periments have more practical impact and be more ethical,
by more rapidly using data from ongoing experiments to
deliver the most effective conditions to students.

Deciding when there is enough data to be confident of
choosing the best condition can be complex. It is an ex-
ample of the exploration versus exploitation tradeoff that
is extensively studied in reinforcement learning (see [16]
for an overview). Exploiting corresponds to trying to help
students by assigning everyone to the condition that the
current data suggests is the best. Exploring is assigning
students to conditions that current data suggests may be
worse, but which may turn out to be better once more ob-
servations are made. In addition to the instructor’s goal of
finding the best condition, deciding to stop the experiment
also impacts the researcher’s goal of drawing statistically
justified conclusions from the data.

We formalize the decision about which conditions are as-
signed to students as a multi-armed bandit problem, a
common approach to automated online experimentation
in websites [7]. In a multi-armed bandit problem, the agent’s
goal is to maximize its total rewards. At each time point, it
chooses one action from a set of possible actions, and re-
ceives a noisy reward based on the action chosen. In our
application, rewards are related to student outcomes. The
Policy specifies how the agent decides which action to take,
often based on past data.

Our goal was for the experimentation Policy to maintain



consistency and interpretability with the methods learning
researchers use to conduct and analyze randomized ex-
periments. We therefore make the design choice to use
probability matching algorithms: the probability of assigning
a condition to a student is proportional to the probability that
it is the best condition given the previously observed data.
Probability matching algorithms are not guaranteed to do
uniform randomized assignment (e.g., 50/50 with two condi-
tions) as is traditional in scientific experiments. But they do
ensure weighted randomization (e.g., 70/30) with weights
changing dynamically as evidence accrues.

One example is Thompson Sampling [3], an algorithm that
uses Bayesian statistics to model the expected outcome of
each condition, given data from students who have already
received a condition. The probability of assigning condition
X to a student is equal to the current probability that con-
dition X has the highest value, according to the statistical
model. This provides instructors with a convenient interpre-
tation of how and why conditions are assigned to students.
This also corresponds to a researcher’s goal of maintain-
ing randomization of conditions throughout the experiment.
Thompson Sampling has been used in previous applica-
tions to optimize educational resources [18, 8], and we use
it to guide experimentation in the proof-of-concept system
we present later, CDEquiz.

Proof-of-Concept System for Collaborative Dy-
namic Experimentation: CDEquiz
This section presents CDEquiz, a proof-of-concept system
for Collaborative Dynamic Experimentation on components
of quizzes. CDEquiz enables experimentation with different
components of quizzes that have been targeted by past
work: explanations for correct answers [13], feedback on
wrong answers [4], and learning tips [11].

CDEquiz can be added as a plug-in LTI tool to a page in a
course website. Students navigating to the page simply ac-
cess a quiz. When instructors and researchers go the page,
they access a composite interface: (1) A quiz preview op-
tion that simulates a student viewing the quiz. (2) The Itera-
tive Authoring Interface for writing and reviewing quiz com-
ponents, that are directly deployed into the relevant quiz,
and the Data and Policy Dashboard. The backend code im-
plements the algorithm for automatically analyzing data to
do Dynamically Randomized Assignment of conditions.

Iterative Authoring Interface
The Iterative Authoring Interface for CDEquiz enables re-
searchers or instructors to add, review, and edit alternative
versions of the quiz components (learning tips, explana-
tions, or feedback messages). Direct Deployment into a stu-
dent’s quiz happens automatically: when a student views a
quiz (or an instructor previews the quiz) one of the versions
of the component is automatically selected by the experi-
mentation Policy and embedded in the quiz. The preview
feature of the interface allows researchers and instructors
to simulate multiple different students taking the quiz: they
can go directly from Iterative Authoring to previewing Direct
Deployment of how the different conditions appear to stu-
dents. In addition to allowing instructors to previous their
own conditions, this allows them to reflect on a collabora-
tor’s proposals in the context of the student experience.

Dynamically Randomized Assignment
CDEquiz assigns students to experimental conditions using
weighted randomization, where the probabilities for condi-
tion assignment are determined by the Thompson Sampling
algorithm. Students are asked to rate how helpful each ex-
planation/feedback message is for learning, and this rating
is provided to the algorithm as a measure of the success
of the condition. This student rating ranges from 0 (com-



pletely unhelpful) to 10 (perfectly helpful). Thompson sam-
pling maintains a Beta distribution to model each condition.
This represents its beliefs about how the condition is asso-
ciated with the student ratings. The model uses a Beta(19,
1) prior, representing optimistic but uncertain initial beliefs
about each condition, and is updated using a Binomial like-
lihood function. This function assumes the student rating of
r follows a Binomial distribution with 10 samples, r of which
are positive. This Beta-Binomial model can be updated effi-
ciently, allowing the model to be immediately updated each
time a student provides a rating. Thus, the policy changes
in real time based on what has been effective for previous
students.

Case Study: Deployment of CDEquiz
The final CDEquiz system emerged from an iterative de-
sign process in which earlier versions of the system were
deployed in a calculus instructor’s class in order to conduct
three Collaborative Dynamic Experiments. The Researcher
interviewed the calculus instructor (referred to as Instructor)
about details of the course content and student population,
and the Instructor’s pedagogical goals and challenges. The
Researcher and Instructor decided to focus on experimen-
tation in low-stakes quizzes, which were intended to serve
as checks on understanding and provide students with for-
mative feedback.

The first experiment compared alternative versions of ex-
planations in quizzes. The system was built for a multiple
choice calculus quiz on integration by substitution. After
a student chose the correct answer, they received an ex-
planation for why that answer was correct, to solidify their
understanding. In each experimental condition, a different
explanation of the correct answer was shown to students,
and the students rated the helpfulness of the explanation
that they were shown.

The Researcher drafted two alternative explanations to be
compared against the original by the Instructor, drawing on
work in psychology and education on what makes effective
explanations for students [13]. One included step-by-step
justifications, which past results on worked-examples have
shown to help students more than solving additional prob-
lems [17]. A second explanation included a description of
the thinking process students could follow in deciding how
to solve the problem [14]. The Instructor and Researcher
did two back-and-forth rounds of feedback and editing be-
fore finalizing the explanations for deployment.

The Researcher then sought the Instructor’s suggestions
for what questions could be addressed next through ex-
perimentation, resulting in two new experiments. The first
experiment compared students’ ratings of the helpfulness of
different feedback messages about wrong answers. These
feedback messages were written by the instructor. The sec-
ond experiment (conducted concurrently but randomized in-
dependently) examined how different learning tips impacted
success on solving a problem. These tips were collabora-
tively constructed by the Researcher (drawing on research
on metacognition, [11]) and the Instructor.

Insights from Instructor
Experimentation The Instructor found that trying to design
alternative conditions for an experiment was useful because
it generated novel insights about pedagogy and student
learning. Although the Instructor indicated that he had not
previously considered creating multiple versions of an ex-
planation, he thought that there was a benefit to doing so
beyond experimental design. He noted that it “encouraged
[him] to think about these other sorts of explanations” and
thought that this reflection was a positive outcome of col-
laborating on an experiment, even if that experiment did
not result in finding significant differences between con-



ditions. The Instructor appreciated that collaborating with
a researcher could provide a complementary theoretical
perspective: “it’s clear to me that .... you’ve read a lot of re-
search on student learning that I have no idea about. I think
you must know plenty of general things about how students
learn, whereas I know specific things about how they get
calculus questions wrong or right.”

Collaborative Experiment Creation Interface The Instruc-
tor found it much more efficient to collaborate via CDEquiz’s
Experiment Creation Interface than via email and Google
Docs. Based on his experiences collaborating in these
other interfaces, the Instructor said that without the CD-
Equiz interface, he would limit his future experimentation
work to “a smaller scale, smaller number of quizzes.” The
Experiment Creation Interface succeeded in minimizing the
technical sophistication needed. When the Instructor was
asked about trying to do experiments with an alternative
approach: “No, I would have no idea how to go about doing
that. I’m not aware of any tools that do this sort of thing and
...even if I found such a tool somewhere outside of Canvas I
don’t think that I have the technical expertise to incorporate
it into Canvas.”

Dynamically Randomized Assignment The Instructor
intuitively grasped the the Policy’s probability of condition
assignment as the probability of the condition being the
best. His mathematics background may have helped. When
asked about the importance he placed on the experiment’s
randomization being modified using previous data, the In-
structor noted that “In terms of the experiment I don’t know
how much value [it] adds but in terms of what I think is best
for the students it adds value that students are more likely
to get the explanation that’s going to help them.” The In-
structor appreciated that the algorithm’s automatic mod-
ification of the experiment did not require his monitoring:

“if I then have to keep looking at the actual student ratings
that’s a lot of extra work...I think something that does it au-
tomatically is a big advantage.” The algorithm also led the
Instructor to consider the value of a continuously running
experiment across multiple offerings of his course: “as we
do multiple semesters of the course and if the data is able
to be transferred easily ... to increasingly refine which ver-
sions are the best and feed those to the students.”

Conclusion
We presented the Collaborative Dynamic Experimenta-
tion framework’s design recommendations for experimenta-
tion tools, and validated these in a proof-of-concept system
that enabled an instructor and researcher to deploy exper-
iments. The case study revealed that the instructor didn’t
think they’d have the technical skills to do experiments with-
out the system, and the collaborative authoring reduced
friction that would have hindered their interest in future
studies. The system’s dynamic tradeoff between comparing
conditions and implementing the best conditions gave the
instructor confidence that the experiment was beneficial not
only to the researcher, but also added value for current and
future students. Future work will explore a larger deploy-
ment of CDEquiz, providing the opportunity to quantitatively
evaluate the effects of dynamic experimentation.
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